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2014 ECONOMIC FORECAST & TRENDS

ON Friday, January 31st, the San Fernando Valley Business Journal
and the Los Angeles Business Journal teamed to host a roundtable-
style discussion on economic trends and forecasts for Los Angeles

County and Southern California. Our panel of regional experts shared their
insights on the biggest headlines of 2013 and where they feel the market is
going this year. Moderated by the Los Angeles Business Journal’s Publisher
and CEO, Matt Toledo, the discussion was spirited, informative and insight-
ful. What follows is a transcript of the conversation. 
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MATT TOLEDO: The first thing I want to
talk about is jobs. The numbers came out
last week indicating that unemployment
continues to decline, which is a very
happy thing, but I’m interested in what
your clients are telling you relative to
hiring and job growth for this year. Let’s
lead off with Craig, and what’s going on
relative to the job training and the work
that you’re doing getting people jobs.
Then I’d like to open it up to the panel,
relative to their outlooks and what their
clients are telling them. 

CRAIG SMITH: Obviously, this has been a chal-
lenging economy and we’ve worked very hard
in terms of getting people prepared for
employment. One of the things that I think
has changed over the years (you’ve heard
about this I’m sure) is that there’s three million
jobs out there that people can’t be hired for
because they don’t have the proper training or
certifications to go into those particular jobs.
So our focus in the past has been to try to get
people into the jobs. Now we’ve somewhat
refocused what we do. We’re really working
with the whole individual, working at getting
them into sustainable employment. We do this
with funding training, be it through a trade
school, or perhaps through a community col-
lege — but getting them the training they need
so that they can get the skills to qualify for
those jobs. Also, internally we have people that
we call business service reps. They connect
with businesses to find out what their particu-
lar needs are and we connect them with the
people that come through our work source
centers and career resource centers. What
makes all of this so attractive is that nobody
has to pay anything. The people that go
through our work source centers don’t pay
anything, and for the business services, for the
jobs, the employees that we place…we do not
charge anything at all. So we are kind of hard
to beat on price! We also think we do a very
effective job. We literally work with thousands
and thousands of people in the LA area, (we
also work with the Inland Empire as well). Our
particular Goodwill is responsible for about a
30,000 square mile area which encompasses all
of Riverside and the Inland Empire as well as
LA. So, to get people into jobs, what we’re real-
ly finding is that we’ve got to get that skills
training up. We work through community col-
leges and through trade schools. And once we
get that done, we invest in these individuals,
taking a look at the whole person. Veterans are
a really critical population as well.  There’s a
little bit of fear from employers about hiring
veterans. When veterans come back, you really
have to work with them in terms of the whole

person. There could be medical needs, there
could be housing needs, or there could be fam-
ily issues. And you have to pay attention to
those things. Get those pieces corrected first
before we go into the job piece. So, we our-
selves through Goodwill, are investing a lot
more individually per capita on those types of
skills to get people ready for work. 

MATT TOLEDO: With respect to the com-
panies that all of you serve and your var-
ious industries, what are businesses
telling you relative to their growth in
this market and job hiring going for-
ward? What’s their outlook?

TIM BRUINSMA: The profile of our typical client
here in Los Angeles is a privately held middle-
market company, so I think they’re right at the
sweet spot of the discussion we’re having here
and probably very similar to many of the com-
panies that you are associated with. Mostly, this
last year has been one of modest, steady and
sustainable growth, but very risk-averse and
very low leverage. While many of our clients
have probably put themselves in a better posi-
tion to obtain debt financing and raise capital
than ever before, none of them have really
been particularly energetic and aggressive about
going after new capital and new growth. I think
there are three main problems that they contin-
ue to mention that surface in most discussions.
First is the uncertainty out of Washington as to
where things are going with the economy.
Second is taxes, and third is regulation.
Obviously, Obamacare is also on the minds of a
lot of people. So, I think your mid market com-
panies are still waiting for that level of comfort
where they want to be a little more aggressive,
go out and expand and grow. At the moment
we’ve seen them acting fairly conservatively
and I think that that’s going to let up a little bit
in 2014, but not a whole lot.

MATT TOLEDO: George, what are your
clients telling you?

GEORGE STANFIELD: Over the last several years
a lot of our clients have been reducing costs
and reducing workforce, unfortunately, because
revenue growth has not been there, so we’re
seeing expense cuts as we’re coming out of the
recession. I think people are starting to look
and start to evaluate about rehiring. They’re
starting to spend a little more money. They’re
starting to build a little confidence as well,
because the capital expenditure money has
been sitting on the sidelines. I think also the
employment base, a lot of people have left the
workforce, unfortunately. As Craig was saying,
they have to be re-trained through community

colleges and trade associations and come back
into the workforce and manufacturing jobs that
need to be brought back to the United States. I
think there’s still uncertainty, but there’s some-
thing of a positive look – at least better than it
has been over the last few years.

MATT TOLEDO: I see the same thing. Do
you have a perspective as well, Jim?

JIM KRUSE: Interestingly enough, it’s kind of
easy to catalog and to quantify jobs and how
different industry sectors are behaving just on
the amount of square footage they will take —
or maybe the shrinkage of that square footage
— what we call “fire finance” insurance and
real estate. I agree with George that those
industries, and in addition, the legal industry,
are industries that have certainly been shrink-
ing. We ran a little study and in Los Angeles we
think that almost every law firm has been over
spaced the last five years by about 12-15%. I’d
still like both my boys to go to law school,
because I don’t think there is any more valu-
able training than that or business school, but
those have been industries that have been com-
pressed. When you take a look at media, tech-
nology and entertainment, certainly in Los
Angeles, those have been the growth drivers.
And the people that are going into those indus-
tries, they’re coming out of dorm rooms.
They’re 22, 23, 24 years old, and they’ve grown
up with computers. All of us had to go and sit
on a wooden chair and write an essay at a
wooden desk in our bedroom. My kids are lay-
ing on their beds with computers. I think
they’ve forgotten how to write with a pen, but
they can certainly compose on a computer. The
whole technology push is where we’re seeing
job growth. It’s in all those sectors. If you take a
look at every single growth area certainly along
the west coast, from Seattle, San Francisco, the
silicone valley, Los Angeles to San Diego, the
technology industry is what’s driving growth.
So computers are a very important part of our
life and they are going to continue to be. If
there’s anything I would say to anybody here
that’s going to be shifting around, relative to
employment, you’d better just decide that you
are going to be a little evergreen, evolve, and
get very comfortable with technology because
it is a very key part of our lives. The kids that
we’ve all got that have grown up with it, it’s a
non-issue for them. So, technology has been
certainly leading the way as we’ve seen it. 

MATT TOLEDO: Yes, technology certainly
is a factor. I was at a conference this
past week and they were talking about
immigrants versus natives. The young
people are the natives in the communi-

Continued from page 18
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‘One of the things that I think has changed over the years ... is
that there’s three million jobs out there that people can’t be hired
for because they don’t have the proper training or certifications
to go into those particular jobs. So our focus in the past has been
to try to get people into the jobs. Now we’ve somewhat refocused
what we do. We’re really working with the whole individual,
working at getting them into sustainable employment.’
CRAIG SMITH
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ty...we’re the immigrants. And we have
an accent.  We’re probably always going
to have an accent, but understanding
and submerging ourselves in that com-
munity is critical. John, do you have a
perspective on this?

JOHN PAGLIA: I do, and my perspective comes
from our private capital access index, which is a
quarterly survey of supply for and demand for
capital for small to mid size businesses. As part
of this survey, where we collected about 3500
responses in late Q4 of last year, businesses are
telling us that they expect revenue growth to
be in the neighborhood of 7%. That number is
pretty rich. I think that most businesses proba-
bly will not realize that number. But direction-
ally, it’s a big improvement from what we had
seen in the prior year, which was about 5.8%.
So the level of optimism with respect to rev-
enue growth is increasing. That translates into
job opportunities, clearly. Los Angeles is blessed
with about a quarter of a million small busi-
nesses in this particular county. And there are
two main things that are preventing businesses’
opportunities from growing. As we think about
the smallest of the small businesses (those with
$5 million annual revenues or less), their pri-
mary concern is access to capital. They can’t get
the bank loans, they can’t get the equity
financing, they can’t get the sources of invest-
ment that they need to really grow and create
jobs. For larger businesses (those greater than
$5 million annual revenue), up into the middle
market, they cite taxes and regulations as the
primary impediment. We talked briefly about
the impact of the affordable care act. Businesses
are not very favorable toward the affordable
care act and actually indicate that it is causing
some significant headwinds with respect to
their ability to create jobs. 

MATT TOLEDO: Noor, you had a perspec-
tive on this as well?

NOOR  MENAI: What we are hearing, seeing and
what I feel is that the single biggest issue in
employment or unemployment is education.
The availability of what we call “fully formed
adults” who have the right skills to employ is
really the key differentiator here. What we’re
realizing is that the skills that we are looking
for, regardless of industry, can be a challenge.
It’s harder and harder to find people that you
would say are the right fit or that have the
right mix of skills. Whether it’s business maturi-
ty, technological skills, etc. So from a national
perspective, from an economical perspective,
that’s where we have to focus. We spoke about
technology and I absolutely agree that that’s a
hot area and a growth area. As of just yesterday,

forty percent of the engineers at Google are for-
eign immigrants. So where are our homegrown,
well-qualified people? We’ve seen this movie
before. We all lived through the mid 90s when
we had another recovery, and it was called the
jobless recovery. When our leaders would get
up on stage and brag about three million jobs
created, and somebody in the crowd would get
up and say “yeah, and I have three of those
jobs.” Those were small jobs that were created.
It’s easy to get lost in the big numbers, but you
have to dig deeper into the numbers and figure
out, “are these the right jobs – the jobs that will
help us grow?” And I’m not seeing that. I’m
not seeing that we’re training the people with
the right mix of skills to allow us to compete.
We talk a lot about manufacturing coming back
to the United States. There are few well-publi-
cized examples of that happening, but it really
isn’t happening to the extent that you would
like to believe. Because if you are GE or a global
bank and you are looking at where to get peo-
ple, you are going to go where the best quali-
fied people are. And it’s not always just about
cost. That’s our view. We have lots of work to
do. The kind of thing that Craig is doing is
exactly the right thing. But we as business lead-
ers also need to make our voices heard and
demand that we get better people.

MATT TOLEDO: What are the other poten-
tial bright spots that we can be looking
at as an outlook going forward? 

CRAIG SMITH: From a Goodwill perspective, we
work with some of the most difficult to employ
and among the industries that we’ve found to
be growing, hospitality is still pretty good for
us, and so is are retail, healthcare jobs and also
green jobs. We’re seeing more and more of
those. As people become more conscious about
their environment and sustainability and trying
to find ways to be more efficient with waste
and things like that, we are seeing jobs in those
particular areas as well for the people that we
work with at Goodwill. 

JOHN PAGLIA: Also, with respect to high growth,
high skilled areas, according to the California
Employment Development Department, it is
estimated that about 16,000 accounting and
auditing jobs will be added by 2020. For general
and operational managers there will be another
16,000 jobs and for marketing analysts there
will be somewhere in the neighborhood of
about 9000 jobs. Salary ranges of these posi-
tions are between about $60,000 and $115,000.
And of course we, as an institution of higher
education, have something to say about our
ability to help prepare people for the workforce
in these areas. We’re happy to give a hand. 

MATT TOLEDO: What’s going on relative
to lending and what you’re seeing out in
that community?

NOOR MENAI: We’re one of the most well capi-
talized banking organizations in the US. And
we’ve certainly been very welcoming of all sizes
of customers, especially small business cus-
tomers. We have an advantage because we have
lower thresholds for the people that we will
welcome into our family, so the capital is there.
The challenge becomes in helping businesses at
various stages of evolution. So, if you’re truly at
the “dollar and a dream” stage, then yes, wher-
ever you go, you are going to have a little bit of
difficulty and maybe you will luck into a bank
like ours where we have the DNA to sit down
with you and help you through with your busi-
ness plan. And make sure you have the right
skills to grow. Businesses that typically find
they are successful in getting access to capital
are mostly on the small business side. If you
have been in business about three years, have
revenues that are proven, less than about 15
employees (sometimes even less), that’s really a
good place to be. Why wouldn’t a larger bank
want to do business with this company? We do
that all the time - all day long. On the larger
business side, the complaint about access to
capital was largely environmental. It stems
from the fact that banks had run out of capital
due to crisis. We all experienced the financial
crisis. There is still an overhang from regulatory
requirements. There are four different agencies
that look after us and they all have capital
requirements. That does crowd out some of the
capital. So it is not about bankers sitting back
saying “I’m going to hoard all my capital.”  We
are stepping back into the market as we are
becoming part of the American recovery. There
is a great interest in becoming part of that. The
price of membership to be in the American
recovery is deploying capital. So, I am seeing
institutional investors, bankers almost every-
body saying “let’s start placing bets on this
growth market.”

GEORGE STANFIELD: This is an area that we
have really focused on over the last few years.
We’ve hired 90 business banking officers over
the past two and a half years — about a third of
those being in Southern California because we
have focused on the small business market.
Banks divide that up differently, but we break it
out as 0-10 million and then 10-25 goes up to
our business banking centers, and above that
goes to large corporate. We were the fastest
growing bank in the small business lending in
2103 and we’re pretty proud of that because
that’s where we’re focusing our effort. As Noor
said, banks are healthier than they’ve been in I
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‘Businesses that typically find they are successful in
getting access to capital are mostly on the small business
side. If you have been in business about three years, have
revenues that are proven, less than about 15 employees
(sometimes even less), that’s really a good place to be.
Why wouldn’t a larger bank want to do business with
this company? We do that all the time - all day long.’
NOOR MENAI
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can’t remember how long. We’re as well capital-
ized as we’ve ever been and were chasing deals.
The money is out there for quality deals. If
you’ve been losing money or your balance
sheet isn’t such that you would qualify, then
because of the risk management side of things,
banks won’t be as likely to invest in you. So
there’s got to be alternative lenders who are
CDCs or whatever, but if you’ve got a quality
business, balance sheets that are in good shape,
and you’re making money, it’s aggressive out
there. That’s good for the borrower because
you’re getting low interest rates in a competi-
tive environment. We do have to do a better
job of getting the word out. We’re knocking on
doors everyday, but we have to push harder.
We’re open for business and we’re looking for
deals — and that’s the only way we can make
money in this environment…increased volume.

NOOR MENAI: To the point George made regard-
ing “we are looking for your business” — it’s
very hard for banks (just like lawyers) to adver-
tise for a whole bunch of reasons. But this is
how we get the word out, so that’s why you
don’t see TV spots saying, “Hey come to us and
we’ll lend you money” because that attracts the
wrong sort of people. But, we truly are open for
business, it’s just that there are very few forums
(such as this one today) where we can come
and declare that. 

JOHN PAGLIA: Adding to what George was say-
ing, I think he really hit on something very
important, and that’s the segmentation that
exists with respect to business size, and also
the segmentation of the way the capital is
deployed within the private capital markets.
For those businesses that are smaller than $10
million, they’re still struggling with the ability
to get capital. They are citing that 60% of
them are indicating that the financing envi-
ronment is inhibiting growth opportunities for
their business. About half of them are indicat-
ing that the current financing environment is
inhibiting opportunities for them to create
jobs. So there are still some very significant
headwinds, particularly at the lower end of the
capital raising spectrum. Once you get above
$10 million, there’s lots of capital out there
looking for quality deals too. I think it’s very
important to keep in mind the segmentation
that exists within the private capital markets
and realizing that each is their own communi-
ty of some sort. I did a study a little over a year
ago that showed that private equity invest-
ments actually increased growth by about
130% relative to similar companies from the
same industry, same size, and same general
geographies. That’s very impactful. Also, in
terms of employment growth that number is

260%. More employment growth coming from
a private equity backed company relative to
others so the ability to get businesses to the
well to get some of the capital opportunities
can be extremely powerful in this economy
and can help create job opportunities.

JIM KRUSE: I almost think that Los Angeles
needs a new narrative. If you were to segment
Los Angeles, we would be the 15th largest econ-
omy in the world. There’s more millionaires
here than in any other than city in the world.
We have 270,000 millionaires in Los Angeles.
When you take a look at what is really going
on, with regard to capital, we don’t have a lot
of venture capitalists here but we have a lot of
angel type investors who are helping to launch
a lot of companies, notably media companies.
But what’s happening here is that the Silicon
Valley gets all kinds of play relative to Stanford
and the researchers and the engineers and the
entrepreneurs that are in that region and then
all the venture capitalists have just made bil-
lions of dollars by financially funneling and
fueling these companies. Well, we’ve got that
same capability here in Los Angeles. There’s
three big universities: UCLA, USC and UC
Irvine…

JOHN PAGLIA: …and Pepperdine…

JIM KRUSE: How can I forget? Let me offer a
public apology! The point is that there are
angel investors now that are hovering around
these schools looking to take the entrepreneur-
ial thought and energy and financially fuel
that type of growth. But here’s what happens
and here’s how the little green sprouts shoot
up. I think it was Snapchat that just had an
offer for $3 billion to sell. They said no. They
felt their company is worth $10 billion. I was
thinking that that was really not a real good
decision. But you can analyze it one way or
another. What you will see in the technology
business is that as these companies are formed
and the thinking has created these opportuni-
ties, they’ve got some financial momentum,
they’re starting to grow and then they sell.
Many times the entrepreneurs that have start-
ed those companies take the cash they’ve just
received and they then go and become
investors in other companies. And it’s a very
interesting phenomenon. It’s one to watch
because we have some outstanding traditional
lenders, but what’s happening is due to non-
traditional things in our economy. I think
that’s going to be one of the key drivers that’s
going to help lift us up – both in terms of
employment and financial growth. There are
all kinds of other growth industries, but I think
that is one format to watch. We all know that

if you need a loan, typically it’s a very difficult
thing to get, but when people are growing and
there is opportunity, it seems like money is just
magnetized to those opportunities. If you take
a look at the way capital behaves around
growth companies, notably in the technology,
media and social media worlds, it’s a pretty
interesting economic model to watch.

TIM BRUINSMA: I would like to introduce the
international dimension to this because I think
it’s extremely significant. We’re all familiar with
globalization. We’ve seen it happening, but I
think that the area where we are seeing it move
so aggressively and so quickly is the movement
of capital internationally. The financing of
companies is no longer a domestic, local mat-
ter. With fine banks like these here today, cer-
tainly you can go and get local financing. But
the amount of money that is out there now –
via other jurisdictions and other countries –
and the movement of that money, is phenome-
nal. And we’re seeing it in all different dimen-
sions and I think it connects with the question
of, “what are the growth industries?” I person-
ally think that one of the growth industries is
international finance. We’re somewhat
astounded by the amount of capital moving in
and out. Also, the manufacturing sector still
continues to be the largest sector for invest-
ment. What we are seeing is the financing of
transactions in the energy, pharmaceutical and
many of the technology fields.

MATT TOLEDO: What has the Affordable
Care Act’s impact on business been? 

JOHN PAGLIA: I’ll share some data based on our
Pepperdine study: 31% of business owners are
indicating that we should repeal or significantly
modify the Affordable Care Act and that that
will be the biggest opportunity to create jobs.
58% say that the Affordable Care Act will result
in reduction of their overall benefit packages.
This is for small and mid size businesses. 49%
say this will lead to a reduction of bonuses, and
47% say it will directly affect their hiring plans.
Healthcare costs traditionally have gone up
considerably but in light of the new develop-
ments they are likely to increase even further.
It’s just enough of a tipping point for many of
these companies to seriously think about their
growth opportunities.

GEORGE STANFIELD: Healthcare is really inter-
esting. We keep hearing about healthcare going
up, but it is the billing system that is messed up
in this country as far as I’m concerned. 

NOOR MENAI: We seem to be poised for a gener-
ational shift in the United States. We have baby
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‘We have some outstanding traditional lenders, but what’s happening
is due to non-traditional things in our economy. I think that’s going
to be one of the key drivers that’s going to help lift us up – both in
terms of employment and financial growth. There are all kinds of
other growth industries, but I think that is one format to watch. We
all know that if you need a loan, typically it’s a very difficult thing
to get, but when people are growing and there is opportunity, it
seems like money is just magnetized to those opportunities.’
JIM KRUSE
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boomers that are beginning to retire, and as a
segment that’s a huge part of our population
that is getting ready to live life in retirement to
the extent that that crosses over into health-
care. Previously in my career, I ran Charles
Schwab, and we were in the business of helping
people do retirement planning, and time and
time again what came across was, “what are we
going to do in retirement?” or “Do we have
enough money for retirement?” It was our job
to make sure that they had enough money.
And those that do are primarily going to use it
to make sure they lead full lives. We’ve heard
about how 50 is the new 40 and 70 is the new
50. These people are in extraordinary good
health, and good frames of mind, but they are
looking for a lot of services. Many think of
healthcare as hospitals and those types of
things, but there is an ecosystem around
healthcare, around ambulatory services, around
wellness programs, around things that allow
individuals to feel better about themselves.
There’s lots of opportunity in the healthcare
field and we just don’t see enough people
exploiting those opportunities. 

AUDIENCE QUESTION: There’s been a lot
of talk in the media about income and
equality and the lack of opportunity for
most mobility, and I just want to know
what policy recommendations you might
find favorable to correct the growing gap
between the rich and the poor. 

JIM KRUSE: First of all, it’s got to start with
education. The LA Unified School District
right now is unusable. We’ve got to do some-
thing about teachers, unions and administra-
tors. There has got to be improvement there.
That is probably not a popular thing to hear,
but it’s a dreadfully important thing to recog-
nize, number one. Number two, I think the
best thing that could happen to education in
Los Angeles is to make sure that whether it’s a
single parent or a family lucky enough to have
two parents, that jobs are very important.
There’s nothing that sells education like hav-
ing somebody in the family that’s got a job.
The jobs that are out there — we talked a lot
about technology — but hospitality, the con-
struction industry, the restaurant business,
there are a lot of growth sectors that are going
on and happening out there. And the educa-
tion that’s needed for those types of jobs is
certainly much different than some of the
other jobs we have been talking about this
morning. If I was going to say anything today,
it’s regarding education — and how we’ve got
to do something about that right here in this
city. I know it’s a big ugly topic and it’s a big

hairy audacious thing to think about trans-
forming, but it’s got to start there.

TIM BRUINSMA: I wouldn’t necessarily accept
the premise that the question is setting out. I
think the question is about equal opportunity
not equal income. We’ve had the education
issue raised several times this morning and I
would like to add a very important part to that
discussion. I think it’s about training as well as
education. I think we have to take another look
at the European model. I think we have to real-
ize that going through four years of earning a
bachelors degree and then getting no job is
telling us something. It’s telling us that maybe
not everyone should get the bachelors degree
and maybe the four-year degree is not for
everyone. In this new technology age we’re in
(and we’ve seen terrific examples of it at Google
and Yahoo! and similar companies) it’s the
training and the skills that people get, more
than the formal education that is really going
to help them move ahead. What I would rec-
ommend is that we embrace the concept of
new types of training, reorienting and restruc-
turing our higher education system and coming
up with a better solution to move people more
quickly to the positions where they can get jobs
based on what they’ve learned rather than get-
ting academic educations that maybe don’t
help them. 

CRAIG SMITH: Through our Goodwill Work
Source Centers and our Career Resource
Centers, we are seeing exactly that. Sometimes
jobs are not hard to get. But, to get something
with mobility within the job, that you can sus-
tain, that you can grow from — it all starts with
training. Whether it’s trade school or a commu-
nity college. I know we’re talking about
Pepperdine and UCLA and UC Irvine and all
these great schools, but sometimes we have
people that we need to get to trade schools. We
need to take a look at the whole population
and not just people at those four year schools
(which are great), but we’ve got to look at them
all and we’ve got to get them the training they
need, they need to be invested in time. It’s
important to get sustainable jobs that will allow
them to into other bigger jobs.

AUDIENCE QUESTION: You were speak-
ing of growth influenced by globaliza-
tion. Will we continue to see growth of
Pacific Rim businesses right here Los
Angeles? 

NOOR MENAI: There’s tremendous interest from
the greater China region to either have a
foothold in the United States or immigrate.

There’s interest from Europe as well as some
parts of Africa too.

AUDIENCE QUESTION: What can the gov-
ernment do to be in partnership with
business?

GEORGE STANFIELD: From a pure expense
standpoint it is very expensive to do business
in our state and that has got to be changed if
California is going to stay competitive with
other states. We saw a lot of movie industry
companies leave California recently because
other states were giving greater incentives. So
we built huge studios in New Mexico for those
production companies that moved there and
produced and created a lot of jobs. So, it’s a real
problem that has to be dealt with from the gov-
ernment side. 

JOHN PAGLIA: A recent report by the Los
Angeles 20/20 commission, which is a 13 mem-
ber citizen panel assigned by City Council
found that about 9% of businesses expressed an
interest to leave Los Angeles for the reasons
that you have sighted. So anything we can do
to reduce some of these operating frictions and
access to capital to help move these businesses
along will be very helpful in that regard. 

MATT TOLEDO: What are the reconcilia-
tion factors relative to the in-migration
and out-migration?

NOOR MENAI: It’s the opportunity cost. It’s the
frame of reference. It’s what they see. We’re liv-
ing here and are upset by the regulatory climate
as well as the taxation climate, but when peo-
ple are thinking of coming to the United States,
their frame of reference is very different. They
actually see California as a land of opportunity.
They are less daunted by some of the issues
because they might have more adverse condi-
tions or their businesses might be at risk.
People do see a lot of attractiveness. It’s almost
unthinkable all the barriers we have, but for the
people coming in from the outside, it’s a great
place to do business. The port, the weather, the
opportunities, the gateway from the orient into
the rest of the United States, etc…so much
good stuff comes in from LA. It’s all about the
opportunity.

AUDIENCE QUESTION: Has the definition
of a “quality company” changed since
the financial crisis? 

GEORGE STANFIELD: What we look at and
what banks in general are looking at, is you’ve
got to have cash flow. Positive cash

Continued from page 24
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‘I think we have to realize that going through four years of earning
a bachelors degree and then getting no job is telling us something.
It’s telling us that maybe not everyone should get the bachelors
degree and maybe the four-year degree is not for everyone. In this
new technology age we’re in (and we’ve seen terrific examples of it
at Google and Yahoo! and similar companies) it’s the training and
the skills that people get, more than the formal education that is
really going to help them move ahead.’
TIM BRUINSMA
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flow can’t be over leveraged. I think many
companies have de-leveraged. When you have
start-ups or very small businesses, that may
not apply in that regard, but I think the credit
standards have eased considerably over the
last couple years. I think they were a lot
tighter what you were probably referring to a
couple years ago. As Noor said earlier, banks
were required to hang on to more capital and
not take too much risk. I think we took too
much risk back several years ago, and then we
didn’t take enough and now I think we’re
coming back to more of a level playing field.
So you still have to be profitable and you still
have to have a balance sheet that has a posi-
tive equity and not be over leveraged, but
that’s what I mean by quality. 

AUDIENCE QUESTION: Do you see aware-
ness with businesses you’re dealing with
about these tax credits (employing veter-
ans and ex felons tax credit, research
and development tax credit, etc.) and do
you feel they are educated about them?

CRAIG SMITH: We do see an issue with business-
es not realizing that they have that opportunity
to get that tax credit. We have business service
representatives that connect with businesses
and we share that information with them and
more times than not, they are not aware of it,
but we do educate them about that. 

JIM KRUSE: I don’t know that we’re really quite
aware of all those opportunities that people can
get for tax incentives. So its just education, and
when you really see what opportunities are out
there for those types of text credits and how
many companies probably do not take advan-
tage of them just because of lack of awareness, I
think it’s all about awareness and I think your
point is a great one and its one I’m writing
down and taking with me.

MATT TOLEDO: Rank your outlook on a
1-10 scale, 10 means you’re wildly opti-
mistic, one is you’re very, very con-
cerned.

GEORGE STANFIELD: I would say a seven and a
half to eight, so I’m fairly optimistic. Because
we’re continuing to see unemployment decline
and I think housing prices are coming back,
there’s less inventory in the housing market,
consumers and businesses have de-leveraged, so
I think as soon as they can get over the hurdle
of the uncertainty I think we’ll see a lot of that
cash get put out there and employers start hir-
ing again. So from that perspective I’m opti-
mistic and I just think that we’ve had a very
difficult several years and it’s a slower recovery
than what we’ve seen historically, and hopeful-
ly it will pick up momentum in 2014 and 2015.

CRAIG SMITH: I agree with George — I think

we’re right around an 8. What we’re seeing in
our career resource centers and our work serv-
ice centers is the more we give training, we are
able to convert individuals from people we
just help to people who actually get jobs,
those percentages are going up. They’re get-
ting stronger and we think they’ll continue to
do that again. It’s all based upon the educa-
tion and employment components that we
keep talking about. As we do that, as we’re
more successful and as we get our message out
about how Goodwill can help — especially a
segment of our population that is very diffi-
cult to employ — we’re finding more and
more opportunities, so we’re going to contin-
ue to work toward that. 

JOHN PAGLIA: I’m going to take a little bit of a
different stance on this. My colleagues know
me as being fairly pessimistic, so I’m trying to
recast this in a more positive light. I feel we’re
at about a six. We have had some very positive
things happen. On the top line, if you look at
GDP numbers, they’re positive, they’re relative-
ly robust, unemployment is decreasing, and
things look favorable. If you look at housing
prices, they are increasing, and all those on the
top line look very attractive. The market is near
6000 although I know it was off a little bit
today. That’s a significant increase from where
we saw the Dow Jones industrial average at
6500 back in 2009 but then as you look under-

‘Because we’re continuing to see unemployment decline and I
think housing prices are coming back, there’s less inventory in
the housing market, consumers and businesses have de-leveraged,
so I think as soon as they can get over the hurdle of the uncer-
tainty I think we’ll see a lot of that cash get put out there and
employers start hiring again. So from that perspective I’m
optimistic and I just think that we’ve had a very difficult several
years and it’s a slower recovery than what we’ve seen historically ...’
GEORGE STANFIELD

By GEORGE STANFIELD

SMALL business owners ask me all
the time, “Aren’t banks all basically
the same?” The truth is that banks

are all pretty different. So, it’s surprising
how often business owners end up regret-
ting their choice of banks because they
didn’t ask more questions before opening
an account or applying for a loan.

If you want to avoid being dissatis-
fied, it’s in your best interest to find a
bank that focuses on what matters
most to small business owners. You
want a banker who listens to you and
understands your business, does not
come across as a transaction-oriented
salesman, and who makes well-

informed recommendations that meet
your needs.

The best banks – those that rank
high in satisfaction surveys – train their
bankers to ask questions and, before
anything else, to gain an understand-
ing of a business’s needs and goals.
You’ll recognize a top small business
bank by the way its bankers interact
with you from the outset.

In my more than 30 years of experi-
ence in business banking, I’ve realized
there are several simple steps that can
help ensure you have a good experi-
ence with your bank. By listening for
the right questions from your banker
and asking the right questions of your
banker, you’ll be in a much better posi-

tion to truly determine how to best
meet your current needs and plan for
your future. 

Questions you should expect

a banker to ask you.

Many times business owners learn
more about a bank from the questions
a banker asks, or doesn’t. You want
your banker to be a trusted, knowl-
edgeable advisor and active listener
who puts client needs first. Be wary of
a banker who dives into a discussion of
products and services. If a banker does-
n’t ask smart questions, you should ask
yourself if the bank is really interested
in knowing you and your business and
providing the financial services your

business truly needs to grow.
• What are your revenues and how
many employees do you have?
• How long have you been in business?
• Tell me about your company’s prod-
ucts and services?
• What are your business’s priorities?
• What are your business’s most impor-
tant financial needs?
• Does your business have borrowing
needs today or in the foreseeable
future?

Questions you should ask a banker.

Arm yourself with a list of questions
to learn what a bank has to offer. The

How to Pick a Bank

Continued on page 30
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neath the hood a little bit and look at some of
the internals, there’s some cause for concern. If
you look at the labor participation rate, that’s
been declining through time, the number of
people with bachelors degrees moving back
home with their parents is increasing and prob-
ably at an all-time high. As we look to other
things along this line there’s a tendency for
some inconsistent messaging. Food stamp
usage, for instance, reached the 48 million peo-
ple mark — that’s about 15% of the workforce.
So despite what appears to be economically
prosperous times on the top line, if you look
underneath the hood a little bit it’s not quite so
great. I think that this leads to the Fed. If we
look to the Federal Reserve Bank, its balance
sheet now is over $4 trillion. I think to a large
degree they’ve helped keep this economy look-
ing pretty good from a top line approach. So I
think over the next twelve to 18 months a lot
of this is really going to depend on the Fed
involvement and what happens when they
start tinkering with policy. 

NOOR MENAI: I’m probably more at a 7 or 8 on
this and I think based on the comments we
just heard there are two different perspectives
on the issue. There’s the macro perspective,
which is where we give our ratings, and there’s
the microeconomics issues, which is what we
just heard. These are both very valid and those
are causes for concern. From a macro perspec-

tive and from the mantra of “a rising tide will
raise all ships,” certainly the Fed has been a
very good steward of the economy and the
American recovery, even if its faint and tepid
phase is certainly underway. The environmen-
tal factors are that we continue to be from a
global perspective, comparative perspective, we
continue to be a relatively low tax environ-
ment, so holding California aside, (even in
California there isn’t much chatter about dra-
matically raising taxes so we continue in a sta-
ble tax environment. Energy, which is usually
a huge component of GDP, is only going to go
down because of newfound gas. America is
well on its way to becoming self- reliant. And
we just started exporting some energy so
there’s a bunch of other economic indicators
that from a macro perspective certainly give
room for optimism. 

JIM KRUSE: I’m going to orient my response to
Los Angeles. I would say the reasons for my
optimism are our visitor-dependent industries
are flourishing. There’s been increased spending
in entertainment, production, and advertising.
Housing has started to come back a little bit. I
think consumer confidence is really what
drives a lot of the economy. I think if people are
feeling good about life in general, then they’re
going to part with some dollars and that money
gets put back into circulation, and then, lastly,
the revival construction.  So I would put my

level of confidence at a 7. But, if all of you
would go out and sign up for an extension
course at Pepperdine I would put it at an 8. 

(audience laughter)

TIM BRUINSMA: Well, I would put it at a 6, and
it’s because I have a tremendous amount of con-
fidence in our business community here that
they’re going to make it and they’re going to
keep pushing and continue the productivity,
but I think at this moment there’s some major
problems that are beginning to emerge on the
horizon that we really have to deal with — and
I don’t have confidence in the government to
cope with them necessarily. I think we need
public-private partnerships, but I think water
has to be at the top of the list, transportation,
certainly the continuing tax environment. I
have to disagree with my colleague in that I
think the tax situation here is a little out of con-
trol. The regulatory environment is an issue, I
don’t think we have yet begun to really figure
out the effect of the baby boomer impact, so I
think it’s very important that we continue to be
aggressive on the business side to use the
resources we have in this terrific place we have
the opportunity to live and work, but I do think
we have to address these other problems if we
want to create a future for our kids and their
kids so they can have the same kinds of benefits
that we’ve experienced here in Los Angeles.

‘Despite what appears to be economically prosperous times on the top
line, if you look underneath the hood a little bit it’s not quite so
great. I think that this leads to the Fed. If we look to the Federal
Reserve Bank, its balance sheet now is over $4 trillion. I think to a
large degree they’ve helped keep this economy looking pretty good
from a top line approach. So I think over the next twelve to 18 months
a lot of this is really going to depend on the Fed involvement and
what happens when they start tinkering with policy.’
JOHN PAGLIA

By DAVE SMITH

WOMEN have recovered all jobs
lost since the 2008 economic
recession, while men lag in

regaining the 6 million jobs lost,
according to a report from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics released in
November. Today there are 67.6 mil-
lion women in the workforce, up from
67.4 million in March 2008. By com-
parison, there are 69.2 million men
working today, which still lags from
the 70.9 million peak in June 2007.
Based on the current data and work-
force trends, women are poised to exert
much greater workplace power in the
years ahead.  

At the same time, women in certain
industries are poised to climb to the C-
suite. Sectors that have weathered the
financial crisis and are now experienc-
ing significant growth are more often
women-led industries. 

Areas in which women are regaining
jobs are in the healthcare, education,
hospitality and retail industries.
Meanwhile, in male-dominated sectors,
like construction and manufacturing,
men are struggling to recoup from the
economic downturn altogether.   

Embodying the influence women
are bringing into the workforce is
General Motor’s Mary Barra.  In
December, Barra was named the next
Chief Executive of GM, becoming the

first woman to be made executive head
of a major U.S. auto company. In a
male-dominated industry, Barra is of
the few women to ascend to the high-
est ranks. 

It is clear the job market and the
prospect of future prosperity for
women is growing. However, a major
problem remains – women struggle
with advancing into higher-level man-
agement and executive positions. 

According to a recent report from
management consulting firm McKinsey
& Co., 83 percent of middle manage-
ment women have a strong desire to
move to a higher level in their compa-
nies. However, their chances of landing
a senior-level executive job are 60 per-

cent compared to those of men. The
study points to certain barriers women
face in advancing their careers, includ-
ing institutional mindsets that hold
women to a different standard than
men and structural obstacles that
impede women from receiving the
same opportunities as men. 

As a labor economist, I think it is
both prudent and virtuous for local
policymakers and industry leaders to
support advancing women in the
workforce. 

On a statewide level, California has
taken an important step by urging public
companies to add women to their corpo-

Women – A Force in the Workforce

Continued on page 30
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responses to the questions below will
give you a good sense of whether or
not a particular bank is truly focused
on small businesses and a good fit for
your business.
• What makes your bank better than
others?
• What are the various lending options
that your bank offers?
• Are you a generalist or a dedicated
business banker?
• Can you explain your service fees and
any other costs I should be aware of?

• How can you facilitate the account
opening or account transfer process
from another bank?
• Are there benefits to having my per-
sonal accounts and business accounts
at your bank?

Having substantive conversations
with bankers that dig deep into your
present and future needs will then nat-
urally lead into a discussion of specific
banking services that are best suited to
you, such as checking and savings

accounts, credit products, cash man-
agement services and commercial cred-
it cards, to name a few. Others likely to
come up: merchant card services,
online and mobile banking, SBA loans
and international banking services. 

Business banking is about trusted
relationships. That’s why your initial
meetings with a business banker are so
important. If you go into those intro-
ductory meetings well prepared, you
stand a good chance of choosing a
bank that will make you happy and

help your business grow.

George Stanfield is executive vice president
and head of the Southern California
Division at Bank of the West, Member
FDIC, Equal Housing Lender. In this role,
he is responsible for consumer and busi-
ness banking operations within Southern
California, Southern Nevada, Arizona and
New Mexico. The opinions expressed in
this article by Stanfield are his own and do
not necessarily reflect the views of Bank of
the West.

rate boards. In September, the California
legislature approved Senate Concurrent
Resolution 62 to “encourage equitable
and diverse gender representation.” This
measure encourages greater gender diver-
sity on corporate boards. The resolution
urges publicly owned companies in
California with nine or more directors to
place at least three women on their
boards; companies with five to eight seats
should have a minimum of two women,
and those with fewer than five seats
should have one woman. 

As the state’s policymakers encour-
age the statewide business community
to clear the path for more women in
upper levels, I believe the Los Angeles
region needs to follow suit. The Los
Angeles business community has a

tremendous opportunity to benefit
from the rise of women in the work-
place, and policymakers at the county
and city level should take action. 

The Los Angeles business communi-
ty should aid women who desire to
ascend into higher ranks in the work-
place. Chambers of commerce, local
business groups, and elected officials
should encourage active participation
in career-accelerating activities, like
mentorships and networking geared
toward women. I recommend the busi-
ness community enlist companies
committed to developing career
advancement practices for women and
achieving SCR 62 recommendations,
and hold them to this standard.
Companies that fulfill these standards

should be praised and be seen as a
model for the business community.  

Institutions of higher education also
have a role. Business schools should
foster gender parity in class composi-
tion. Within MBA programs, the per-
cent of students who are female in the
United States is an estimated 30-35 per-
cent. Pepperdine University’s Graziadio
School of Business and Management
aims to close this gap. We are encour-
aging women to earn their MBA by
offering significantly more financial aid
(up to 50 percent of tuition for top-per-
formers), greater flexibility in hours
and locations to take classes, as well as
clubs, events and business-to-student
mentoring opportunities. However, we
know more needs to be done.  

SCR 62 is an important step in creat-
ing meaningful change and demon-
strates California’s commitment to
transforming the labor market land-
scape and its occupants. As the nation
continues to bounce back from the
recession and women seek to advance
into higher ranks, the Los Angeles busi-
ness community is well-equipped to
lead the country in integration of
strategies that encourage diversity and
women in the workplace so that we
have more stories like Barra’s to tell. 

Dr. Dave Smith is an associate professor of
economics and Associate Dean of
Academic Affairs at Pepperdine
University’s Graziadio School of Business
and Management.
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By NOOR MENAI

L OS Angeles and Southern
California are synonymous with
the real estate business, though

the real economic engine of growth in
our region is small business. 

Last summer, 25 years after our entry
into the US market, we at CTBC Bank
USA completed our move to our new US
headquarters in downtown Los Angeles.
While the national and local economies
were recovering from the economic
downturn, our incentive in moving our
executive and corporate team to Los
Angeles was to capture the growing
momentum of nascent businesses and to
be based in the apex of the world’s small
business capital. 

Even during the financial crisis, our
region’s multimedia and technology com-
panies have flourished. Our ports have
remained the busiest in the nation, and
Los Angeles is unsurpassed as the single
best place to move from an entrepreneur-
ial idea to a global phenomenon. The LA
ecosystem of small business includes a

myriad of sectors, from biotechnology
and manufacturing to entertainment,
fashion and retail. The economic variety
and depth of Los Angeles is as diverse as
the 140 languages spoken here. 

In addition to Los Angeles’ industry
diversity, the region is also the gateway
for capital coming from all parts of the
globe. In terms of economic growth via
international trade, the opportunity for
future investment looks even rosier.
Looking west, albeit in a downshift, this
year China is still expected to grow 7.5
percent and Japan’s economy is looking
healthier than any time in recent memo-
ry.  And looking south, Mexico has
undergone tremendous transformation
with an aggressive reform agenda that
will push economic growth to nearly four
percent again in 2014, according to the
Los Angeles County Economic
Development Corporation. 

In the US, on the business banking
side, there is huge pent-up entrepreneur-
ship. Thus, with Los Angeles’ tradition
for idea generation, investment is coming
back into the region in greater propor-

tion, thanks also in part to stronger job
opportunities and improved commercial
and residential real estate markets. In
fact, as a recent SNL Financial report
found, I am proud to say that CTBC Bank
was among the top banks in Southern
California in measuring loan growth in
the region through the third quarter of
last year. 

In terms of types of loans, small busi-
ness lending is increasingly becoming a
bigger part of our bank’s portfolio because
smaller entities have distinct advantages in
the marketplace. Over the years, in serving
both large and small client organizations,
we have found that oftentimes smaller
companies are more responsive to the
needs of the marketplace compared to
their giant sized counterparts. Especially in
California, smaller organizations employ
more people and collectively amount to
more growth for the local economy than
their higher-profile counterparts. As a
community bank, we are wholeheartedly
dedicated to respecting and honoring the
contribution of small businesses in
Southern California. 

At CTBC Bank we have distinct advan-
tages in working with smaller concerns,
generally defined as 500 employees or
less. First, CTBC is among the most well
capitalized banks in the US—in short, we
can dedicate more resources to the needs
of small businesses. Second, our manage-
ment team has served at the most well-
known bigger banks in the US. Third, as a
community bank, we ensure that our cus-
tomers receive the one-on-one attention
they deserve for counsel on everything
from lending and merchant banking to
letters of credit and foreign exchange. At
many big banks, clients would not
receive the same dedication compared to
what they’ll benefit from in our CTBC
team’s dynamic experience.

At CTBC, our understanding of the
growth opportunity in Southern
California runs deep because we ourselves
are an integral part of the small business
phenomenon in Los Angeles. We will
continue to bet big on small business. 

Noor Menai is President & CEO of CTBC
Bank USA.

The Big Business of Small Business
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